VICTORIAN ICE®
A Terry Hajduk Design for Rainbow Gallery

MATERIALS—Finished Size: 3 3/4” square
7” x 7” Zweigart #18 Mono Canvas (Gray)
Bars to fit; #22 & #24 Tapestry Needle

1 card each:
- Backgrounds BG1-Silk & Cream Natural
- Overture® V115-Delphinium
- Neon Rays® N63-Lite Aqua
- Super-Suede SS48-Violet
- Nordic Gold™ ND3-Silver
1 pkg Mill Hill Beads #00252
Charm for center (optional)

1. Find center of canvas, count up 9 threads and 1 to the left. Following chart, start first Satin Stitch of center diamond with 1 ply Overture (V115).
2. Next row is Upright Cross using Backgrounds (BG2). Follow chart and legend for placement and fiber.

3. Place a row of Satin Stitch outside Upright Crosses using Neon Rays (N63). Note the horizontal stitches (over 2 threads), 1 on each side. Stitch these before laying in the horizontal stitches. This padding will sharpen the appearance of the points.
4. The next three rows are diagonal stitches (note change of direction at each quarter). Inner row is Backgrounds (BG2); other 2 rows are 1 ply Overture (V115).
5. Corners are straight stitches laid flat using Super-Suede (SS48), Nordic Gold (ND3) and Neon Rays (N63).
   Do padding stitch (over 2 threads) at the point of the triangle first.
   Place French Knots of Nordic Gold (ND3) as shown on chart.
6. Outside border is Satin Stitches in Backgrounds (BG2). Miter corners as shown on chart. Do tie down stitches in 1 ply Overture (V115).
7. Add beads as shown on chart and stitch charm (optional) to center of design.

Photocopying of this design is invited.
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